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Abstract
The idea of generating and sensing Lamb waves through piezoelectric sensor/actuator configurations is com-
mon for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) applications. Methods using time of flight analysis require the
prediction of the first incoming waves. Computations on small periodic patterns are shown to be usable to de-
termine which waves will actually be relevant. For the considered applications, these are the first membrane
waves propagating at fairly high speeds. Parametric FEM computations are then used to analyze important
parameters (mesh size, time step, damping) and it is shown that accurate predictions can be obtained in a few
CPU minutes.

1 Introduction

The idea of generating and sensing Lamb waves through piezoelectric sensor/actuator configurations has
been considered by several authors for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) applications. In the framework
of the CORAC/Coralie project [1, 2, 3, 4], components of aircraft nacelles composed of standard monolithic
multi-layer laminates and honeycomb assemblies were considered and will be used here. Figure 1 illustrates
a network of piezoelectric patches which are used to generate and sense pulses in the 100-1000 kHz range.

Figure 1: Aircraft nacelle equipped with piezo-electric patches.

Figure 2 illustrates the propagation of a wave associated with such pulses in the rectangular plate configura-
tion used for test/analysis correlation. On the left, the lower left piezo is used as a source and interaction with
the damage (small circle marked as damage) is not clearly visible. On the right, the figure illustrates the dif-
ference between the responses of the healthy and damaged structures. The damage then clearly acts as a wave



source, which gives a direct understanding of how SHM methods may work by comparing healthy/damaged
signals.

Figure 2: Left : wave front generated by a CosHan excitation centered around 200 kHz. Right : difference
between wave fronts of healthy and damaged configurations.

The main steps of SHM process are detection, localization, assessment of damages and prediction of the
structure state [5]. Investigations on large sets of configurations, in terms of sensor setup, material con-
figurations, environment parameters such as temperature, damage location and severity, would enable to
compensate for environment conditions variations [3], enrich the subsequent statistical learning and to mat-
urate the SHM procedures [4]. While experimental tests can be used to demonstrate the validity of processes
in certain configurations, their number is fundamentally limited. In this context, the ability to have predictive
models is particularly important and will be discussed here.

The focus in this work will be put on simulations for damage localization techniques based on time of flight
analyses. These approaches use the time of arrival on sensors of the first incoming wave packet due to a
voltage pulse applied to a piezo patch [2]. These methods benefit form the direct wave travel, thus allowing
minimal simulation times excluding the influence of boundary conditions and narrowing the analysis to
the time of direct propagation of the first wave packet. Note that other SHM stages, such as detection or
assessment could involve longer term vibration patterns. For instance, damage indicators based on post-
arrival parts of measured signals have been used in statistical learning methods for detection.

The development of FEM models for SHM applications has been discussed in many papers and books [6,
7, 8, 9]. However, most of these numerical investigations represent either methodological research on rather
simple structures, such as beams [10], or detailed phenomenological analysis on a refined FE model, fea-
turing complex wave behaviors in a more detailed framework (wave generation and propagation [11], or
wave-damage interaction [12]). Using the finite element models of structures equipped with piezoelectric
elements implemented in the SDT [13], the specific contribution of this paper is thus a discussion of steps
involved in the evaluation models needed to properly simulate healthy and damaged configurations.

For the case of SHM indicators based on the analysis of the incoming waves, it is important to understand
which waves will propagate fastest and will be actually observed. Section 2 will use periodic computations
to estimate the propagating waves in the frequency range of interest (pulses centered around frequencies up
to 200 kHz) for both the straightforward laminate and a more difficult honeycomb configuration.

The second difficulty addressed in section 3 is to verify and validate models. Needs in terms of mesh
refinement, time step and damping modeling are then discussed. Test/analysis correlation shows the validity
of proposed models in both laminate (shell and piezo-shell) and honeycomb (shell/volume/shell and piezo
shell) configurations and illustrate that the numerical cost of such transient computations, as implemented in
SDT, is fairly low.



2 Estimating Lamb waves in complex configurations

The first issue when designing a Lamb wave based SHM procedure is to establish the waves that will be
excited and measured at piezo-elements.

In a basic laminated plate configuration, semi-analytical approaches exist [14, 15], but it is interesting to
note that periodic computations can be used to analyze all possible waves at a fairly low cost, while enabling
a much higher fidelity of structural behavior representation. This can be of particular interest in the case
of honeycomb core sandwich panels where the detailed cell model would enable representation of cell wall
modes.

2.1 Periodic solutions in the spatial domain

A key property of periodic systems, see for example [16], is that for excitations at a given wavelength,
described as a field on the nominal cell U(x0, κcx) associated with a single wavenumber κcx, the only
response occurs at the same wavelength κcx provided that the geometry and model properties are strictly
periodic. A large FEM problem with repeated slices can thus be decomposed in a series of independent
problems for single wavenumbers, which correspond to periodic solutions.

For a solution with a single wavenumber κcx, the field is simply equal to

u(x0 + n∆x) = <(U(x0, κcx)eiκcxn), (1)

which will be used to compute the periodic solutions. In the case of structures represented as FE models, the
continuous displacement in the nominal cell u(x0) is discretized and replaced by a vector {q} of Degrees Of
Freedom (DOF) values.

To ensure the displacement continuity between adjacent periodic cells, a continuity condition must be in-
troduced. The displacement on the left boundary of one cell has to be equal to the one of the preceding
cell right edge, thus {qleft(n∆x)} = {qright((n− 1)∆x)}. Following the definition given in the previous
section, {qn} represents all the displacements at the DOF of the cell number n. For each cell, the obser-
vation matrices [cl] and [cr] can then be defined to extract from the whole DOF set the ones corresponding
to respectively left and right boundaries. These matrices are the same for all cells if the domain is meshed
regularly.

For a periodic response associated with a single wavenumber, taking into account Eq. (1), the continu-
ity condition can be written as [cl] {Q(κcx, ω)} = [cr] {Q(κcx, ω)} e−2iκcx which, differentiating real and
imaginary parts, leads to

[C (κcx)]

{
Re(Q(κcx, ω))
Im(Q(κcx, ω))

}
= 0, (2)

with

[C (κcx)] =

[
[cl]− cos(κcx)[cr] − sin(κcx)[cr]

sin(κcx)[cr] [cl]− cos(κcx)[cr]

]
.

For an external force {f} applied to the system, s being the Laplace variable, the first step is to compute the
Floquet (spatial Fourier) transform of the load F (κcx, s). Then the equations of motion, which are known to
be decoupled for each wavenumber, take the frequency domain form

[Z(ω)] {Q(κcx, ω)} = {F (κcx, ω)} , (3)

where Z(ω) = −Mω2+K is the dynamic stiffness matrix. This matrix contains massM as well as stiffness
and damping in the matrix K. The matrix K can take into account hysteretic damping (constant imaginary
part of K) or viscoelastic contributions (frequency and temperature dependent K(ω)), see [17].



Material Monolithic Skin 1 Skin 2
E11, GPa 69 66 61
E22, GPa 69 66 61
E33, GPa 8.1 8.1 8.1
G12, GPa 4.8 5.2 5.2
G13, GPa 4.8 5.2 5.2
G23, GPa 4.8 5.2 5.2
ν21 0.03 0.02 0.02
h, mm 0.28 0.28 0.3
ρ, kg/m3 1554 1554 1583

Table 1: Nominal mechanical properties of orthotropic laminate composite material layer

Since the frequency response can be complex in the spatial domain, it is necessary to distinguish real and
imaginary parts of the spatial transform. The equations actually solved are thus[

Z(ω) 0
0 Z(ω)

]{
Re({Q(κcx, ω)})
Im({Q(κcx, ω)})

}
=

{
Re(F (κcx, ω))
Im(F (κcx, ω))

}
, (4)

with (2) verified.

Solution of a linear system Eq. (4) with constraint (2) is here obtained by elimination. The continuity
condition is thus taken into account by first seeking a basis T of ker ([C(κcx)]). Then this basis is used to
find the solution of the constrained problem(

[T ]T [Z(κcx, ω)] [T ]
)
{Q (κcx, ω)} = [T ]T {F (κcx, ω)} . (5)

Solving directly this problem can be fairly long as it requires inversion of the constrained dynamic stiffness
T TZ(ω)T at each desired frequency. Modal synthesis methods which combine modes and static corrections
for loads, and possibly viscoelastic loads [18], are thus preferred here.

2.2 Laminated composite

In the simple case of a 4 ply composite (each ply is a carbon textile-reinforced epoxy, see column ”Mono-
lithic” in Table 1), the representative volume mesh can be a simple column as shown in figure 3 left. The
dispersion curve can be computed as shown in figure 3 center. The frequency range of interest is below 500
kHz. In this range the only existing waves are the first 3. Based on the dispersion curves, the group velocity
can be estimated using

vg =
∂ω

∂k
(6)

For the 3 waves propagating below 500 kHz, the group velocities associated with a volume and shell model
are overlaid in 3 right. The first mode, in blue, corresponds to bending. Its group velocity increases rapidly at
low frequencies then tends to be fairly constant. The second mode is an in-plane shear mode with a constant
velocity near 3510 m/s. The third mode is an in-plane traction/compression with a velocity close to 5930
m/s. The nature of the mode is readily seen by animating the mode shape for a relatively short wavelength.
The figure also illustrates that the group velocities of the in plane modes are nearly identical for volume and
laminated shell models.



Figure 3: Left: representative volume. Center : dispersion curve for nominal laminate. Right : estimated
group velocities

For easy use of time of flight strategies [2], it is necessary to limit distortion of the waveform during propa-
gation. For the bending waves, group velocity increases fairly rapidly up to 100 kHz, it is thus necessary to
use higher frequencies for proper application of the methodology.

Since the material is anisotropic and due to the low Poisson’s ratio not transversely isotropic, one expect that
the in plane stiffness of a ply should be lower at 45o.

By computing waves propagating at various angles one can estimate modal frequencies and group velocities
as a function of angle as shown in figure 4 left. The layup of 0,45,45,0 is meant to generate a nearly isotropic
material. This is well found for in-plane modes where each ply has the same influence, while for the bending
mode, the top and bottom plies have more influence and an angular dependence is clearly visible in figure 4
right.

Figure 4: Influence of orientation on group velocity. Left : volume model 3 modes. Right : zoom on bending
mode

2.3 Honeycomb

Now considering the case of a sandwich panel, composed by two monolithic skin sheets (see table 1) and
honeycomb core (made of 30 mm wide, 0.1 mm thick aluminum foil, with 10 mm cells), one is interested in
understanding propagation of in-plane ”membrane modes” in the skins (often referred to as the S0 waves in
the Lamb wave literature). The base cell shown in Figure 6 is modeled using 556 quadratic volume elements
for 11000 DOF including 1350 interface nodes making the cost of WFE [19, 20] approaches significant. To
focus on in-plane waves a symmetric in-plane loading of the top and bottom skins is applied and the transfer
function to the mean in-plane response on the two skins is shown in Figure 5. This transfer function is
shown in the frequency/wavenumber domain and is thus called a 2D-DSFT transfer (discrete space Fourier
transform [21]).



The black lines on the plot show the dispersion diagram. A high number of propagating waves clearly exist.
Bending, indicated as point (a) (with the corresponding modeshape in figure 6), occurs first but is not excited
by the considered load and thus does not lead to peak in the 2D-DSFT transfer. A large number of wall
bending modes, point (b) for example, occur at relatively low frequencies due to the small thickness of the
honeycomb walls. These modes are propagating slowly since the ∂ω/∂k slope is small.

Figure 5: Transfer associated with an in plane load in the frequency-wavenumber domain.

The in-plane wave of interest is indicated by point (c) and its evolution with frequency is clearly indicated
by the peak of the transfer function. The second mode propagating with the same group velocity is the anti-
symmetric in-plane mode (d). An interesting feature of this response is the existence of a band-gap between
33 and 40 kHz.This gap is associated with distributed resonating substructures, which here correspond to the
honeycomb wall bending.

a) b) c) d)

Figure 6: Sample wave shapes. a) bending mode, b) first wall bending, c) symmetric in-plane compression,
d) anti-symmetric in-plane compression

3 Validation and verification of a FEM model

3.1 Modeling in the epoxy configuration

Once the nature and characteristic group velocities of propagating waves of interest known, it becomes
possible to start making choices for a full FEM model prediction. The predictions of interest are illustrated



in figure 7. An electric pulse is generated in piezo 1 (see location in figure 2), the incoming waves are then
sensed on electrodes of other piezo patches. Piezos 2 and 4 have are distant from 173 mm, 5 from 300 mm
and 3 from 346 mm. Time of flight estimation, based on the Hilbert transform, is discussed in [3].

Figure 7: Normalized test responses to excitation on piezo 1.

Shell models are well suited for membrane, bending and shear representation. For the laminate of section 2.2,
shells can thus be used up to 800 kHz. For the honeycomb of section 2.3, the waves of interest and in-plane
waves and the classical shell/volume/shell [8] representation of honeycomb panels is sufficient provided that
bandgaps do not interact with the response.

Given the continuous model, further FEM parameter choices are linked to mesh size in uniform areas, mesh
refinement around gradient areas (piezo-patches and damage visible in figure 2), time step, damping. To
allow study of such parameters, a parametric model was generated using SDT capabilities. Steps of this
parametric study are

• automated meshing from a configuration listing materials, positions and diameters of piezo-patches,
names in the patch catalog, position and nature of damage, honeycomb details, ...

• transient simulation using an implicit Newmark scheme using voltage input.

• post-processing including extraction of electric responses, generation of specific FEM views or movies.

Computation of target mesh size is classically based on understanding of wave-lengths. For the laminate
case, wave velocities at 5930 m/s and a wave-front period of 5µs = (200kHz)−1 that should be divided
in at least 6 to describe a period, leads to a theoretical target mesh length close to 5mm. To verify the
convergence a study was performed with characteristic mesh lengths at 3, 5 and 8 mm. Figure8 illustrates
that the convergence depends on the feature of interest. For the first burst, the amplitude and arrival time
errors are quite small. The amplitude is however problematic for Lc = 8mm and times in the 0.1 to 0.15 ms
range.

The automated meshing procedure leads to mesh sizes of 338,974 DOF, 126,538 DOF, 51,286 DOF. In terms
of CPU, the runs take 15 mn, 6 mn and 2 mn for a simulation of 1334 time steps at dt = 3e−7s. Such times
are quite compatible with parametric studies on excitation, damage location, ... that are of typical interest in
SHM applications.



Figure 8: Mesh refinement study. Epoxy laminate, response at piezo 3.

The second convergence study is performed on time step shown in figure 9. With dt = 5e − 7s, amplitude
and phase errors are notable, leading to phase opposition of the wave front at times around 0.12ms. With
dt = 2.5e− 7s, results are not perfect but quite relevant. Link to amplitude and phase errors associated with
the implicit Newmark scheme used here can be found in Ref. [22].

Figure 9: Healthy epoxy. Actuator: Pz1. Convergence with time step.

Another critical parameter is damping. Realistic damping models consider viscoelastic or hysteretic damp-
ing, but are hard to implement in the time domain. The usual assumption is thus to use Rayleigh damping
despite its shortcomings. Nominal damping was chosen at C = βK = 2.5e − 8K, which corresponds to a
modal damping ratio of

ζ =
βω

2
= 1.57% at 200 kHz.

Figure 10 illustrates that damping affects amplitude notably with a small impact on the signal shape visible
in the bottom graph.



Figure 10: Influence of Rayleigh damping. Epoxy. Top: zoom in signal arrival. Bottom : signals scaled by
the presence of β factor.

Finally, figure 11 addresses the impact of the plate modulus, which can vary with temperature in particular.
The figure clearly shows the direct impact of modulus on the time of flight. It is thus possible to identify
modulus properties from such predictions. In the current laminate case, velocity estimates are quasi-isotropic
with respect to directions as expected and are in the 5124 to 5473 m/s range which is relatively close from
the estimate with nominal material parameters.

Figure 11: Influence of Young’s modulus on wave fronts at different sensors.

3.2 Honeycomb

Now considering the honeycomb, a transient simulation for excitation at piezo 1 was performed with Lc =
4mm. The shell/volume/shell model has 102,784 DOF and the implicit transient simulation took 4 mn (or
180 ms per time step) which remains quite acceptable for parametric studies. Figure 12 left, showing a color
to proportional to in-plane displacement, illustrates that in-plane membrane waves propagate fastest on the



skins as was expected from section 2.3. The excitation occurs on the top face and the figure thus illustrates
that while excitation is indeed transmitter to the bottom layer, there is a phase difference due to transmission
through the honeycomb core.

In the test, observed group velocities are again fairly isotropic and correspond to the experimentally observed
values in the 4518 to 4654m/s range which is compatible with the level of uncertainty on material properties.

The plots on the right, showing a color proportional to normal displacement, illustrate the propagation of the
slower skin bending waves. The propagation shows some anisotropy as was expected since the ply layup is
only isotropic for in plane behavior. The relatively irregular wave front illustrates the fact that the mesh size
is actually not sufficient for the shorter wavelength bending waves.

Figure 12: Shell volume shell model with vertical displacement as color. Left/right : in/out of plane motion.
Top/bottom : piezo/opposite face

4 Conclusion

SHM applications using time of flight analysis require the prediction of the first incoming waves. Computa-
tions on small periodic patterns were shown to be usable to determine which waves will actually be relevant.
For the considered applications, these were the first membrane waves propagating at fairly high speeds. The
usual SHM reference to Lamb waves is thus somewhat fancy for a configuration of plane stress motion for
both the classical laminate and honeycomb configurations.



Once the modeling objectives established the parametric capabilities of SDT were used to perform a number
of sensitivity analyzes showing that accurate predictions can be obtained in a few single core CPU minutes.
The main parameters driving numerical cost are mesh refinement, which is not too problematic since in-
plane waves are of interest, and duration of signal of interest, which is quite accessible for time of flight
studies. Damping remains a parameter that is not properly modeled but, for the relatively narrow band
signals considered, adjustment of a Rayleigh coefficient by correlation with test amplitudes seems relevant.
Test analysis correlation is then fairly good and quite sufficient for use of models as proofing and maturation
tools for SHM detection or localization algorithms.
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